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The School of Athens was commissioned by Pope
Julius II almost immediately after Raphael

moved to Rome in 1508 and it was part of a huge
project to paint the walls of the Stanza della
Segnatura, the Pope’s library quarters within

the Vatican that are now referred to simply as
the “Raphael Rooms.” The School of Athens

really epitomises the spirit of the Renaissance
at this time: it was a coming together of

geometric and mathematical science with art,
the image; it was time when perspectival space

was re-discovered and developed further, to
draw the viewer in through the imagination

while at the same time establishing the viewer
as a spectator in time and place, a sort of

opening of a double vision if you like; through
this painting we can see the balance and

harmony of asymmetrical arrangements and
proportions of figures and composition, and of

figures from the ancient Pagan past in a
Christian setting of the Vatican where they are

all allowed to co-exist.  Renaissance literally
translates as rebirth. This was a time when the

eyes looked backwards to the richness of a
Golden Age believed to be better than their own.

But the Renaissance artists didn’t simply
slavishly copy from the ancient past.
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 Professor Frances Yates writes; 
“The great forward movements of the

Renaissance all derive their vigour, their
emotional impulse, from looking

backwards.. . . .The classical humanist recovered
the literature and the monuments of the

classical antiquity with a sense of return to
the pure gold of a civilisation better and

higher than his own. The religious reformer
returned to the study of the Scriptures and

the early Fathers with a sense of recovery of
the pure gold of the Gospel, buried under later

generations.”
 

 The two central figures Plato and Aristotle,
present the two different aspects of

philosophy in discussion. Aristotle points to
the ground, concerned with earthly matter

and sense perception and Plato points to the
heavens, to the immortality of the human soul
which it was believed dwelled in the body and
of his philosophy of reality being beyond the
world of the seen.  Yet these two seemingly
opposite philosophical positions mutually

informed each other during the Renaissance. 
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 Here, they are embodied through the
appearance of the image itself.  This was a

brief period in our history where different
ways of knowing could sit next to each other

and didn’t have to fight for one or the other to
win or be dominant. Works of art such as this

were created to inspire wisdom enriched
conversations, to  awaken the eyes of the

viewer to multiple layers of seeing and
meaning and knowing, usually concealed by a
singular rationalising eye, and by being aware
of this today, can still  work their magic if we

choose to see from a broader perspective. 
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